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Abstract  

This article seeks to advance international business researcher and practitioner insights into processes of 

cross-border mergers and acquisitions. Specifically, this article highlights the extent to which processes of strategic 

integration might impact positively and / or negatively on the long term business performance of the newly formed 

firm during the post-acquisition period – a measure of performance we refer to here as ‘synergy’. In 

methodological terms, this article develops a mixed-method case study approach, generating, analysing and 

interpreting empirical data designed to illustrate processes of strategic integration implemented by senior 

managers at a Japanese firm, Nippon Sheet Glass (NSG), after its acquisition of a UK firm, Pilkington. The case 

study is longitudinal, drawing on quantitative and qualitative data gathered and analysed between 2006 and 2017. 

Applying a combination of event study methodology to an iterative analysis of business performance data along 

with coded analysis of data from in-depth interviews with key stakeholders, this article explores the extent to 

which strategic integration can both ‘fail’ in terms of achieving synergy and - for a number of generalizable reasons 

proposed in this article - ultimately ‘succeed’: for example, in cases where the acquiring and acquired firms 

attempt to integrate their human resource management systems while benefitting from investments of ‘patient’ 
capital, which (we propose) might be a distinctive feature of cross-border acquisitions sourced in Japan.   

Keywords: case study, cross-border acquisition; Japan, strategic integration, synergy 

1. Introduction 

In contexts for international business (IB) research and practice there appears to be an expectation that 

international or cross border M&As are more likely to result in failure than in success (Cartwright & Schenberg, 

2006; Bartlett & Beamish, 2014). The case study presented in this article illustrates both poles of this 

performance continuum: namely, a relative and perhaps predictable IB ‘failure’ that, most recently, appears to 

have become a notable IB ‘success’. As such, we believe the case study presented and discussed subsequently in 

this article can inform and indeed advance IB research and practice with insights into processes of cross-border 
mergers and acquisitions.  

The context for the case study presented and discussed here is given by current and emerging flows of foreign 

direct investment that, in turn, increasingly inform developments in the research and practice of IB. In general 

terms, foreign direct investment (FDI) can be defined as both a channel and a form of investment that companies 

use to acquire assets abroad (Ietto-Gillies, 2012). As illustrated in this article, flows of outward-bound FDI from 

Japan continue to target overseas or cross-border acquisitions. In 2016, the total value of Japan-sourced 

acquisitions reached JPY 10.4 trillion (USD 100 billion), three times higher than the total value of domestic 

transactions within Japan (UNCTAD, 2017). The total number of recorded cross-border acquisitions was 635 - a 
record high and representing an increase 13.4 per cent increase from 2015 (Nikkei, 2015).  

As a specific form of FDI, the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) defines 

mergers and acquisitions (M&As) as ‘situations where there is a legal operation between two or more enterprises 

whereby firms legally unify assets formerly subject to separate control’ (UNCTAD, 2017). In a seminal work in 

the field of IB research, Hymer (1960) emphasises the factor of ‘control’ when making foreign or overseas 

investments and, by extension, control over any return on these investments along with subsequent distribution 

of added value that investors and other key stakeholders calculate and / or perceive to have been generated by the 
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investment. The emphasis given to ‘control’ becomes strategically relevant when firm or companies seeking 

assets abroad identify and consider the option of either ‘merging’ with a foreign company – for example, 

offering some legal and / or strategic share of control – or of ‘acquiring’ a foreign company, where the structure 

of ownership allows for a greater degree of strategic control over the newly formed (post-acquisition) company. 

The extent to which control might be interpreted differently according to factors such as source of investment 

(Japan), size of organisation (NSG in relation to Pilkington) and implied / expressed ‘strategic intent’ (Pucik, 
Björkman, Evans & Stahl, 2011) are subject to critical discussion in this article. 

Overall, this article highlights the extent to which processes of strategic integration might impact positively and / 

or negatively on the long-term business performance or synergistic achievements of the newly formed firm during 

the post-acquisition period. Finally, the article explores the extent to which the evidence for synergy being 

achieved (or not) through targeted processes of strategic integration in the NSG-Pilkington case might be 

generalised to other contexts for IB practice and research. There are limitations of this single case study 

approaches but this paper contributes to identify insight of cross border acquisitions. We plan to conduct more 

comparative data and transaction case analysis between Europe and Japan in our future research in order to 
provide more details to measure of achieving cross border synergy.  

2. Literature Review 

In order to develop a conceptual basis for the case study forming the core of this article, and by extension for the 

choices of research methods that we combined to produce the case study, we offer now a brief review of 

literature relevant to the two core IB concepts highlighted and linked in this article: namely, ‘synergy’ and 
‘strategic integration’ in contexts for cross-border acquisitions sourced in Japan. 

2.1 Synergy 

In contexts for FDI in the form of company acquisitions, a shorthand equation for ‘synergy’ as a strategic 

aspiration or intent can be expressed as ‘1 + 1 = 3’, whereby ‘1’ (value of the acquiring company) plus ‘1’ (value 

of the acquired company) are calculated eventually to equal ‘3’ or more (Marks & Mirvis, 1998). Goold and 

Campbell (1998) identify six company-specific assets that might be ‘synergized’ post-acquisition: ‘know-how’ 

such as local market knowledge; ‘tangible resources’ such as production equipment and distribution facilities; 

‘negotiating power’ such as leverage in negotiating delivery terms with suppliers; ‘coordinated strategies’, 

whereby each company might reduce risk by becoming market allies rather than rivals; ‘vertical integration’, 

whereby the flow of products or services across a company’s ‘value chain’ (Porter, 1985) might be combined and 

thereby reduce costs and improve efficiency. The sixth potential source of synergy proposed by Goold and 

Campbell (1998) is ‘combined business creation’, whereby the newly formed post-acquisition company is able to 

combine sufficient resources towards forming or developing new businesses - or, as illustrated in the case study 
presented in this article, developing and expressing new ways of engaging in international business. 

Drawing on Terjesen (2016) and on Bamford, Ernst and Fubini, (2004), measurable benefits from synergies 

between firms that form strategic alliances such as joint ventures (JVs) international joint ventures (IJVs) and (as 
discussed here) M&As include: 

•      Consolidation value derived from deep combination of existing businesses 

•       Skills / knowledge transfer value derived from the transfer of some key skills and knowledge from one 
partner to the other partner 

•       Coordination value derived from leveraging the complementary capabilities of all participating partners 

•       New business value derived from combining existing capabilities to create new growth: for example, by 
developing position in existing or new markets. 

Sirower (1997) defines ‘synergy’ as ‘the increase in performance of the combined firm over what the two firms are 

already expected or required to accomplish as independent firms’. As we illustrate in this article, one major 

challenge facing managers engaged in negotiating cross-border alliances is identifying boundaries for strategic 

‘independence’ as opposed (for example) to strategic control during processes of integrating two or more 

companies. Each entity requires the other in order (firstly) to survive and (subsequently) to remain competitive 
(Bartlett & Beamish, 2014). 

There are generally two types of approaches to generate increased performance or ‘synergy’ after  acquisition: one 

targets economies-of-scale; the other economies-of-scope. Reducing operating costs by rationalizing duplicated 

plants, distribution channels, and/or back office operations is typical when leveraging economies-of-scale 

(Matsumoto, 2017). To illustrate, researching patterns of M&A activities in the United States of America, 

Maksimovic, Phillips and Prabhala (2011) identified how 27 per cent of acquired plant was sold off and 19 per cent 
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closed down within three years after the transaction; 30 per cent were sold and 27 per cent were closed within five 

years. Acquiring a company with similar profile and resource structures to the acquirer tends to target 

economies-of-scale. With this type of acquisition, acquires can receive efficiency gains and market power 

enhancements by achieving monopoly-like conditions. However, this type of acquisition is unlikely to create 

sustainable competitive advantages. For example, when Exxon acquired Mobil, the acquirer’s already substantial 

market power was increased; however, there is little evidence of added value beyond efficiency. On the other hand, 

acquiring firms with different but complementary resources provides the opportunity for significant amounts of 

value- creating synergy, although achieving it is challenging (Harrison. J., M. Hitt, R. Hoskinsson, & D. Ireland 
(2001). 

2.2 Strategic Integration 

One common approach towards achieving post-acquisition synergy is to invest in processes of ‘strategic 

integration’. Drawing on Burgelman (2001, 2005), these integration processes can be observed and described as 

patterns of management thinking and decision-making that, in sum, appear to represent a systematic and 

co-ordinated attempt by senior managers to combine and align resources and competencies from across business 

units in existing and (through acquisition) newly-formed companies: as we shall see, in the case of NSG’s 

acquisition of Pilkington, the more ‘globally minded’ management styles of the acquired company were targeted 

for transfer back into the acquiring company. The synergy that might emerge over time as a measurable and / or 

perceptible return on investments in strategic integration can be identified in (for example) new and emergent 

combinations of resources such as capital, market reach, organisational knowledge and technology-based assets 

such as internationally co-ordinated and efficiently functioning IT systems. As we illustrate subsequently in our 

case study, synergy in terms of enhanced human capital / resources appears key towards sustaining any 

performance improvements gained: for example, an enhancement of competencies among core staff, including 
leadership and international business agility and effectiveness. 

Re-invoking notions of strategic control in contexts for such acquisitions, the initiative for investing in processes 

of integration can be expected to lie with the acquiring company. Correspondingly, and echoing Porter (1996), a 

‘strategy’ represents a systematic attempt by senior managers in a company to identify and define market 

opportunities and, consequently, to design, plan and implement a series of measures that should enable the 

company to establish and develop a ‘unique and valuable’ market position that, through the co-ordinated 

activities of the organisation and its key stakeholders, should render this position difficult for market rivals to 

imitate or surpass. In specific relation to Japanese organisations, an established strategic approach is to seek 

competitive and sustainable positions through forming and maintaining long-standing ‘partnerships’ or ‘alliances’, 

either though supplier / distributor agreements, joint ventures, mergers and occasionally through cross-border 
acquisitions (Jackson & Matsumoto, 2016; Hemmert & Jackson, 2016).  

Among Japanese companies especially, this strategic orientation became the norm towards establishing positions 

in domestic markets and led to the formation of distinctive network structures such as keiretsu (Gerlach, 1992) – a 

strategic approach towards risk management and asset control that, as Gerlach argues, can be observed over time 

as evidence of a strategic paradigm or ‘mind-set’ common among senior Japanese managers and one that they 

subsequently carry over as a strategic expectation prior to extending their company's operations along with supply 

and distribution lines into overseas markets through the acquisition of non-Japanese assets (Matsumoto & Mishina, 

2016;Jackson & Matsumoto, 2016). Before detailing the specific case of NSG’s acquisition of Pilkington it  

is worthwhile expanding the temporal and geographical scope of this definition. For example, it is relevant to 

invoke processes generally referred to as ‘globalisation’ and purportedly serving to explain how and why multi- 

and trans-national corporations (MNCs / TNCs) pursue strategic objectives such as achieving economies of scale 

and efficiency in processes of procurement, production and distribution (Bartlett & Ghoshal, 1991). Emphasising 

the potential benefits of strategic integration in support of such strategies, conceptualisations of transfer and 

assimilation of knowledge from local markets might be assimilated or ‘internalised’ into the investing firm 

organisation such that its performance capacity could outstrip that of competing rivals and, perhaps, block their 

successful entry into emerging markets ( Dunning, 1980), either though single firm investments or, as the 

globalised business environment became more complex ,through select alliances with one-time rivals (Dunning, 
1997; Nohria & Ghoshal, 1997; Ietto-Gillies, 2012). 

With this range of ‘global’ strategic choices in mind, the literature  discussing strategic integration highlight a 

number of specific choices, indicating (from a strategic management perspective) a mix of  ‘either /or’ and 

‘both-and’ emphases. To illustrate, scholars commonly distinguish between so-called ‘forward’ and ‘backward’ 

integration investments: in the former case, existing products and quality standards operated by an acquiring firm 

might be distributed directly ‘forwards’ to new customers in order to reduce time lags of bringing upgraded quality 
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and (possibly) rebranded products to market; alternatively, the acquiring firm might delay market penetration in 

order to ascertain and communicate market-specific information ‘backwards’ into existing production processes 

the new target customer expectations and as a consequence adjust the quality and (possibly) price of their products 

for distribution in newly accessed market (Casson, 1982). A further mix of strategic integration choices appear to 

senior managers, who frame their company’s response to globalisation using transaction cost  theory and related 

approaches. Here the directional emphasis of integration investments can be identified as ‘horizontal’, whereby 

firms seek to control the procurement, production and distribution costs underlying their business performance by 

owning the business units that provide theirs value-adding activities. For contrast, so-called ‘ vertical’ integration 

investments target control of markets consistent with a firm’s existing products and cost structures: for example, 

by establishing or maintaining monopolies of supply in response to demand and  / or using the threat of penalties 

to distributors who might be inclined to supply local markets on a more independent cost-structure and 

demand-supply basis (Caves, 1982, 1996). Such iterations of internationalisation theory in response to the 

purported ‘globalisation’ of business environments remain tentative and open to critical conjecture, and not least 

with a view to the rapid advances in communication and supply chain technologies (Ietto-Gillies, 2012). 

Nonetheless, they appear in essence to remain influential in international business research and, by extension, in 

practices informing international management education: for example, in the design and teaching of business case 

studies. As a consequence, these sources of influence appear to further feed the ‘internal’ versus ‘external’ control 

mind-set of managers: to illustrate, by bestowing further credibility to mantras linking ‘measure – control - manage’ 

and which arguably continue to lead senior managers across international borders to assume that  ‘if we acquire 

the assets then we control the assets and as a consequence can effectively manage the risks specific to taking 

exposed ownership (post-acquisition) positions across rapidly evolving global markets’ (Mintzberg, 2005).Past 

research shows that similarity across two business offers acquires the potential for improved profitability through 

high integration (Zaheer, Castaner & Souder, 2011). The specific benefits from integrating similar business - that 

is, targeting economies-of-scale benefits - are gained by eliminating of redundant or duplicated activities and by 

sharing or transferring resources across the combined company (Capron, 1999). On the other hand, (Datta & 

Grant, 1990) find that “lower levels of autonomy can be expected” in acquisitions featuring similarity. The 

reason is that giving autonomy to similar target managers tends to resist the changes required by consolidation 

such as loss of resources under their control and thus power and prestige. In our case study, we detail how senior 

managers at NSG have tried to integrate Pilkington business and human resource management systems along 

with leadership thinking in the post-acquisition phase, initially without much apparent success but, ultimately, 

with such evident success that shareholders who have waited patiently over years for a real financial return on 
their investments are beginning to reap substantial gains. 

2.3 Acquisitions Sourced in Japan 

In this article we emphasise M&A activity sourced in Japan as ‘cross-border’. This is because of the distinctive 

geographical and institutional contexts for the development of Japanese business practices and management 

styles (Jackson & Matsumoto, 2016; Jackson, 2016). Indeed, it is possible to argue that the relative success and – 

as we discuss consequently – failure of cross-border investments sourced in Japan might be traced back to the 

distinctive patterns of institutional embeddedness evident in the decisions made by senior managers in Japanese 

companies when compared to their Western and East Asian counterparts (Hemmert & Jackson, 2016; Jackson & 
Matsumoto, 2016). 

Correspondingly, one important factor that gives context to the case study presented in this article is that 

company-company acquisitions in Japanese domestic markets are and remain – by international comparisons - 

relatively few. According to Sugiyama (2013), during the industrial and economic ‘boom’ years of the 1980s to 

the 1990s Japanese companies tended to view the acquisition of other Japanese companies as a strategic 

opportunity to improve their speed of technology development and innovation, assuming that for cultural, 

structural or other company-specific resource reasons the existing ‘in-house’ capabilities appeared lacking. 

Correspondingly, large-scale M&A activities in Japan have tended to be concentrated in technology-based and 

research-intensive industries and sectors within Japan: for example, the Konica Minolta (2003) merger in 

precision electronics and the Daiichi-Sankyo (2005) in pharmaceuticals. Another sector worthy of mention here 

is the retail sector, notably in cases where department stores and carriers of domestic and (today) international 

brand names merge in order to respond to sluggish consumer markets. Examples include the 2008 merger 
between Mitsukoshi Department Store (founded in 1673) and Isetan (founded in 1886).  

This traditional and (by global comparison) markedly incremental approach to acquisitions in domestic markets 

in Japan appears to extend to overseas markets for M&A activities: for example, Takeda bought its international 

joint venture (IJV) with Abbot Laboratories in 2008. Conversely, the few examples of inward FDI to Japan in the 
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form of M&As indicate similar patterns of flow: for example, in 2014 Roche, a Swiss pharmaceutical company, 

developed on a previously established investment and a controlling stake in Chugai (Japan), thereby making 

headlines in the business media as one of the smoothest and most enduringly successful cross-border acquisitions 

(Herbes, 2016). Echoing Japan-specific research by Pucik (2008), the Roche-Chugai acquisition remains a 

relatively rare example of cross-border acquisition success in large part because each side shared a sense of 

urgency in creating and communicating a shared vision and furthermore by maintaining the positive momentum 
that initial negotiations towards some form of cross-border business alliance and collaboration had heralded.  

As highlighted previously, one commonly applied measure of positive business performance during the 

post-acquisition phase is ‘synergy’ Echoing Goold and Campbell (1998), the term ‘synergy’ derives from a Greek 

word synergos, which can be rendered in English as ‘working together’. In Japanese, the term ‘synergy’ commonly 

appears as シナジー (shi-nah-djee). In both English and Japanese ‘synergy’ explains how formerly separate 

entities can combine and function together such that they create more value to and for themselves in comparison to 

when each entity functioned independently. In general business terms, an acquiring entity pays a premium for the 

control stake it invests in a target entity in order to create future value by combining two operations. To illustrate, 

when Renault invested in Nissan in 1999 and gradually turned Nissan`s business performance around, senior 

Renault managers – under the leadership of Carlos Ghosn - emphasized that one major success factor would be the 
synergy they created by combining purchasing and product development operations (Nissan, 2016).  

In terms specific to Japan, ‘strategic integration’ describes a managed and systematic process whereby two or 

more companies by design and intent become ‘bound’ to each other (Pucik et. al., 2011). In this sense, the 

context for attempting to achieve synergies might be conceptualised a ‘newly formed company’, implying that 

two companies prior to the acquisition operated independently of and perhaps in competition to each other. This 

newly formed post-acquisition entity might appear more established - and this to both insiders and outsiders - 

when the legal, technical, economic and physical / geographical boundaries that defined each company prior to 

the acquisition are redrawn, dismantled, or merged. Correspondingly, investors and other stakeholders to the 

formation of the ‘new’ company are likely to perceive and / or calculate the relative ‘success’ or ‘failure’ of the 

acquisition in response to how the newly formed company appears to perform: for example, whether the 

potential assets and, by extension, sources of synergy that defined each pre-acquisition company are being 
integrated in a manner that expresses strategic concordance as opposed to strategic disharmony or discordance.  

Pucik et. al. (2011) offer in-depth research into M&A activities among Japanese companies and conclude that 

stakeholder perceptions / assessments of ‘success’ appear to be contingent on what expectat ions each side set for 

the investment. As an expression of ‘strategic intent’, the expectations might be communicated in an explicit 

manner: for example, in the form of a written agreement or contract defining the terms and conditions for 

integration during the pre-, during and post-acquisition processes and specifying clear timelines and milestones 

of progress towards synergy. These written statements or reports feed into the interpretations of business analysts 

and other IB ‘experts’ – a key source of data used in designing our case study. Alternatively, and perhaps 

inevitably given the complexity of the acquisition and integration processes, such expectations and expressions 

of strategic intent might occur implicitly and / or on an ad hoc basis: in other words, the strategic intent of each 

participant in the acquisition and related integration processes might evolve and, at critical moments, remain 

under- or even un-stated. This tendency that might at critical moments lead to ambiguity, misinterpretation, 

misunderstanding, frustration, and consequently disrupt and threaten the success of the strategic integration 
processes and of the cross-border acquisition as an investment (Marsh, Mercer and Kroll, 2008).  

Recognizing such threats to intended or expected international business performance, there is an established 

body of research suggesting that members of nationally defined societal-cultures tend to express their responses 

to complexity using different styles of communication. To illustrate, Hall (1976) distinguishes between so-called 

‘high’ and ‘low context’ communication cultures. In ‘high context’ cultures people tend to understate their 

observations and emotions: the meaning relevant towards making sense of a current situation is assumed to be 

‘in the person’ as opposed to ‘read’ in detail from the person’s visible behaviour. In contrast, people in ‘low 

context’ cultures tend to prefer information to be made explicit and shared as a common point of reference rather 

than ‘private’ to individual interpretation. In Hall’s analysis, Japanese people tend to prefer high context styles of 

communication: each person should understand what needs to be said or left unsaid by their recognition of the 

social and communication context. In contrast, people in low context cultures such as Germany or North 

America tend to expect other people to ‘speak their mind’ in order to reduce ambiguity and / or avoid 

misunderstanding. Echoing earlier discussion of M&A ‘control’, the extent to which a transaction referred to in 

explicit terms as a ‘merger’ might be recognised subsequently as an ‘acquisition’ in terms of the unspoken 

strategic intent of the acquirer – a factor 9as we shall see) in how managers NSG sought to present themselves as 
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equal partners’ to managers in a company they had just acquired and strategically (legally/financially) controlled.  

In contexts for international management education, one vivid illustration of senior management failure clearly 

to express ‘strategic intent’ remains the espoused ‘merger between equals’ and subsequent (and spectacular!) 

failure of the Daimler-Chrysler ‘marriage’ (Watkins, 2007). A parallel example among senior Japanese managers 

is the acquisition of US-based tyre-maker Firestone by Japan’s Bridgestone in the late 1990s. Firestone  was 

bankrupt; the Japanese investors had decided to adopt a twenty-year timeline for synergy and thus refrained from 

making radical changes to the acquired company – perhaps out of a wish to ‘demonstrate respect’ (Pucik et. al., 

2011; Pucik, 2008) and, as we later suggest, as an expression of ‘patient capital' that appears distinctive to 

Japanese investors (Jackson & Matsumoto, 2016). According to Pucik et. al. (2011), ‘talented’ managers at 

Firestone who had welcomed the acquisition as an opportunity to improve the working culture and business 

performance began to leave the new company ‘in droves’. As we illustrate in the case study, senior managers at 

NSG made strenuous efforts top both identify and retain the ‘talent’ they acquired with Pilkington and, as a form 

of reverse integration, radically adapt their own ‘talent management’ policies and practices during the 
post-acquisition period – one factor, we suggest, for their ultimate business success. 

3. Methodology 

The ontological position adopted as a premise for this article is that the reality of organisational development can 

be observed and described using publicly available sources of business data, comparing these observations and 

descriptions iteratively and critically with coded testimony from semi-structured interviews with key participants 
during the acquisition and post-acquisition / strategic integration processes.  

3.1 Research Questions 

Against this background of IB practice and research presented thus far, this article is designed to address to two 
main research questions: 

RQ#1: What discernible patterns of strategic integration appear relevant towards explaining both the initial 
‘failure’ and the subsequent ‘success’ in achieving synergy at NSG-Pilkington?  

RQ#2: To what extent might the discernible patterns of strategic integration towards achieving synergy in the case 
of NSG-Pilkington be identified as distinctly Japanese in origin and type? 

As will become clear in the ‘Discussion’ section of this article, one test of validity for answers we  can draw from 

the NSG-Pilkington case study in response to these two questions will be the extent to which they appear 
generalisable to broader contexts for IB practice and research. 

3.2 Methods 

In addition to the review of IB literature presented above, the case of NSG-Pilkington forming the core of this 

article has been generated using sources such as firm reports and business analyses (in English and in Japanese), 

on-going interviews and conversations with senior managers at NSG, Pilkington and the (now) NSG-Pilkington 

Group along with evidence we have gleaned in our professional lives working with managers and business 
analysts in Japan and in the UK, including senior managers at both NSG and Pilkington.  

3.3 Case Study 

The primary method chosen to address the two research questions listed above is a company-specific case study. In 

contexts for business research, Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill (2012) define a ‘case study’ as ‘a research strategy 

that involves the empirical investigation of a particular contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context, 

using multiple sources or evidence’. Interestingly, Richard Yin – a prominent expert in using case studies for 

research -refers to the case study as a ‘method’, chosen in order to identify and collate from multiple sources of 

data (Yin, 2014). According to Yin (2004), using case study research designs is distinctive in that the researcher is 

commonly challenged to analyse or, at least, organise data as they are gathered. In response to this challenge the 

onus is on researchers to control repeatedly for research and data bias: for example, in the design of the questions 

being asked and the observations selected for analysis – a caution holds true for any design and engagement in 

‘real world’ research (Robson, 2002). By developing the case study longitudinally over a period of eleven years, 

we have been able to examine long term post acquisition performance rather than focusing on immediate impact of 

deal announcement in share price, since expected synergy is assessed to have been achieved as a strategic objective 

by years of effort by senior managers (initially) in the acquiring company and – through time – by managers across 

in the newly formed company. Adopting a longitudinal approach has also allowed us to ‘repair’ and clarify 
distortions caused by (inevitable) researcher and respondent biases. 
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3.4 Semi-structured Interviews 

Semi-structured interviews were conducted successively with senior managers at NSG and Pilkington in the UK 

and in Japan – and in English and in Japanese – during the period 2014 to 2016. Coding for the interviews was 

adopted from various models of strategic integration, and primarily from Beer, Eiesenstat and Spector (1990). 

The four-phase approach conceptualised in this model was adapted to include emphases to the identification and 

retention of ‘talent’ (Jackson, 2011). This was in order to accommodate the espoused strategic intent among 

senior managers at NSG to target the adoption of Pilkington’s ‘talent management’ policies as a benefit leading 
to synergy during the strategic integration process. 

3.5 Research Reliability and Validity 

In combination with the other sources of data used to develop  the case study, Correspondingly, we claim to have 

achieved ‘real world’ insights into how post-acquisition investments in investment towards achieving synergy at 

NSG-Pilkington acquisition have evolved through boundaries periods of time and international business ‘space’ 

(Yin, 2004; Kurihara, 2006). While accepting the inevitable threats to the validity and reliability of data generated 

through case study research in terms (for example) of selective and cognitive bias on the part of researchers and 

participants, the choice of case study as a primary research method in respect of NSG-Pilkington benefits from a 

systematic, multi-perspective, triangulated and critical interaction within spaces and across time periods defined 

dynamically and longitudinally, thereby corresponding to the ‘real world’ experiences of IB practitioners in a 
publicly listed company. 

3.6 Research Ethics 

The quantitative data used to develop the case study are publicly available; as illustrate din the Figures and Tables 

informing the case study, interpretations of these data by business analysts have been adopted and amalgamated 

without distortion. The qualitative data generated by the semi-structured interviews were summarised, coded and 

shared with the respondents for comment before being used in this article. The comments of senor managers at 

NSG, Pilkington and NSG-Pilkington were anonymised before being aggregated. The role adopted by the 

co-authors of this article were defined explicitly and according to time, place and purpose as ‘visitor’ (observer), 
‘researcher’, and (when requested by respondents) as ‘consultant’. 

4. Case Study 

In May 2016 Nippon Sheet Glass (NSG), one of the world largest suppliers of industrial flat glass, announced that 

they ended its fiscal year (FY) 2015-16 with net loss of JPY 49.5 billion (USD 495 million) (NSG, 2016). In 

contrast, the financial situation in the months leading to the commencement of FY 2017-18 suggests a much more 

positive picture, with dividends prepared to be paid out to investors and global sales and market share to increase 

dramatically (Nikkei, 2017; Financial Times, 2017). This case study illustrates how this business turnaround has 
been achieved. 

4.1 Business Performance 

The loss reported at the end of FY 2015 was the sixth time that NSG disappointed its shareholders by reporting net 

loss since NSG purchased Pilkington in 2006 (See Figure 1). Although NSG`s management explained that 

slowdowns in the economies of emerging markets such as China, Vietnam, Russia and Brazil caused the downturn 

of business performance, one of NSG’s main rivals, Asahi Glass, reported net profits of JPY 42.9 billion (USD 429 

million) while Central Glass reported a net profit of JPY 10.1 billion (USD 101 million) in 2015. NSG’s 

continuing poor performance could not therefore be explained solely by reference to external economic strategic 

environments define the industrial glass production sector. In fact, one of the reasons NSG decided to acquire 

Pilkington was to overtake its competitor, Asahi Glass – currently the world’s largest sheet glass supplier, 

especially to automotive manufacturers. Asahi Glass grew its overseas business by acquisitions: for example, 

becoming a 100 per cent shareholder of Belgium’s Glaverbel S.A. in 2002 – a move that gave Asahi Glass control 

over plants in Belgium, The Netherlands, Czech Republic, France and Italy. The revenue was Euro 1.7billion at the 

transaction.  Whereas NSG has continued to struggle to improve performance even 10 years after the Pilkington 

acquisition, Asahi Glass has achieved consistent profit growth, even during the global financial crisis since its 

acquisition of Glaverbel (See Figure1). NSG’s relatively poor business performance appears to lie inside the firm; 
notably, the failure to generate synergy from Pilkington acquisition.  
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Figure 1. Comparative trend of net profit 2000-2015 NSG and Asahi Glass (Source NSG and Asahi Glass 
Securities Reports) 

4.2 Strategy 

The JPY 616 billion (USD 6.16 billion) acquisition of Pilkington by NSG was seen as a touchstone for a Japanese 

firm’s entry into the global market; notably, because Pilkington’s sales volume at that time was more than double 

that of NSG. Thus, the acquisition can thus be seen as a case of ‘the smaller swallowing the bigger’. NSG had 

already made a ten per cent capital investment in Pilkington in 2000, before raising its share to twenty per cent in 

2001. NSG and Pilkington were in an affiliate relationship by the time of the acquisition in 2006, which suggests 

that NSG had some degree of understanding of Pilkington’s core operation and their actual and potential strategic 
value. 

According to Japanese press release of February 27, 2006 (NSG, 2006), senior mangers at NSG cited the following 

as key strategic motives for the acquisition: - To achieve the largest share in the global market of industrial sheet 

glass - To become a global player with economies-of-scale and technological fusion - To accelerate the realization 

of the firm’s stated vision ‘to be a firm with a global presence’ - To make the most of the synergy effect in product 
development and technology in which Nippon Sheet Glass and Pilkington had accumulated expertise. 

According to a financial result report for fiscal 2006, the combined NSG and Pilkington annual sales volume 

increased from JPY 265billion (USD 2.65 billion)  in 2005 to JPY 681 billion( USD 6.81 billion) in 2006, 

thereby becoming equal to Asahi Glass in scale. NSG`s sales outside Japan increased from 17 per cent to 67 per 

cent, of which European markets accounted for 43 per cent of the total sales after the transaction (see Figures 2 and 

3). On a combined basis, NSG owned 46 float lines, manufactured in 26 countries, produced 6.4 million tonnes 

annual output and maintained sales offices in more than 130 countries. The workforce increased to 36,000 

worldwide from 12,000 before the acquisition, and the number of global subsidiaries also increased from 52 to 237. 

It is apparent that strategic considerations of incremental capacity and increased market share in flat glass business 

were paramount. In sum, extending the scale of NSG business presence was a key element towards justifying the 
Pilkington transaction. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 and 3. NSG Sales by region FY 2005 and FY 2006(Source NSG securities report segment information) 
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Overall, NSG management was confident about post-transaction management, because there was little 

geographical overlap between two firms. NSG operates mainly in Japan and Pilkington has significant presence in 

Europe, North America and South America. In addition, NSG and Pilkington have maintained relations in the form 

of a technical alliance for twenty years. NSG had minority shareholdings in Pilkington since 2000. NSG believed 

both could run the global operation well together. As a result of the acquisition, NSG/Pilkington supplies every 

major automotive OEM around the world. According to the NSG`s presentation at the acquisition in 2006, they 

introduced their strategic rationale for NSG as follows: - Substantially to enhance geographic spread to mitigate 

industry cycle and generate stable earnings and cash flow.- To increase presence in emerging markets such as 

China, South East Asia, South America and Russia.- To distribute NSG`s value-added products outside Japan 

through Pilkington`s network and access to Pilkington`s European manufacturing process technology. With this 

complementation, NSG managers predicted to create the synergy amount of JPY10 billion (USD 100 million) in 

2012 and JPY19billion (USD 190 million) in 2014. The synergy was expected to come from cost improvement by 

global procurement program, cross selling, and joint production investments. As a result, NSG came to acquire the 

second largest share in the global market of sheet glass for vehicles and construction, following Asahi Glass. 

Before the acquisition, more than 80 per cent of the company’s sales came from the  domestic market. However, 

after the acquisition, 40 per cent came from the European market and 30 per cent from the domestic market. This 

acquisition was also meant to benefit from ‘buying time’ in order to  become a global firm by acquiring a share in a 
global market. 

4.3 Integration 

In April 2007 NSG announced a new organizational structure designed to integrate Pilkington operations. NSG 

explained that the objective of the first phase of the integration strategy was to achieve the establishment of an 

integrated Flat Glass Business, which occupies almost 90 per cent of sales and profit of the operation. NSG 

established a new global Flat Glass Business, which included all the activities formerly in NSG and Pilkington, the 

development, manufacture and sales of NSG flat glass products worldwide. A headline aspect of the restructuring 

saw Stuart Chambers from Pilkington becoming the Chief Executive Officer of the new global Flat Glass Business 
product line (see Figures 4 and 5). 

The Flat Glass Business consists of a Global Building Products Business Line, which led by Stuart Chambers and 

a Global Automotive Business Line, led by Pat Zito, who also came from Pilkington. At the same time, a Global 

Headquarters (GHQ) was established by reorganizing the existing corporate staff and is to work as a head office 

and support function for the combined group. As we illustrate when presenting (below) testimony from interviews 

with NSG and Pilkington managers, the post-acquisition restructuring of NSG invited Pilkington managers to head 

key operations. In short, NSG and Pilkington managers started to implement a co-operative strategy towards 
creating synergy, as had been promised to key stakeholders (See Figures 4 and 5). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Organization Structure right after the transaction in 2006 (Source: NSG Press release, January 15, 
2007) 
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Figure 5. New organization in 2007 and following appointments (Source: NSG Press release, January 15, 2007)  

Note. Pilkington management became a head combined Building Products and Automotive Flat Glass business in 

2007. Stuart Chambers, former CEO of Pilkington became President of NSG in 2008. Pilkington management 
occupied half of the NSG board seats in 2008. 

4.4 Synergy 

Running the business turned out to be difficult after the acquisition. NSG reported an increase in income and profit 

in 2007, immediately after the acquisition; however, for the following two years NSG reported losses. From 2011 

NSG reported a net loss for three years in a row, as production facilities and employees inherited from Pilkington 

became burdensome owing to the then European debt crisis. Total sales amounts of NSG decreased to 

JPY629billion (USD 6.29 billion) in 2015 from JPY 866 billion (USD 8.66 billion) at the peak in 2007 (see Figure 
6).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. NSG Trend of Sales 2004-2015 (Source NSG Securities Reports) 

As stated previously, after the acquisition, about 40 per cent of total sheet glass sales for vehicles and construction 

came from the European market. However, owning a large share of a regional market makes a firm susceptible to 

changes in the region’s business environment. Production facilities and employees obtained through the 

acquisition quickly became excess capacity, owing to the economic slowdown brought about by the European debt 

crisis. When European sales halved, NSG had to manage their resources by restructuring Pilkington. In all, 5,800 

jobs were cut in 2009, followed by a further 3,500 in 2012. The expected multiplier effect and the reduction in 

costs failed to materialize. In addition, when a firm needs to restructure a purchased firm, the benefit of buying 

time disappears. Due to the insufficient operating cash flows, NSG has been constrained to make proper 

investment activities but had to focus on its restructuring during the last 10 years. NSG acquired the scale and 
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global presence they wished but that actually caused a decade consecutive poor performance (see figure 7). 

 

Figure7. NSG trend of cash flows (Source NSG Securities Reports) 

In terms of the strategic integration effort, NSG tried hard to make the most of Pilkington’s human resources. In 

2008, two years after the acquisition, Stewart Chambers, the president of Pilkington, was appointed 

president-cum-CEO of Nippon Sheet Glass HQ, and tasked with transforming the firm into ‘a world number one 

glass manufacturer’ in business size and financial performance. At the time, four of the eight executive directors 

(excluding outside executive directors) of NSG were from Pilkington. Katsuji Fujimoto, the then President of 

Nippon Sheet Glass, explained that ‘Nippon Sheet Glass is no longer the Japan-focused NSG of the past. It is 

natural to have western CEO to lead global organization’ (Nikkei, 2008) However, the impact of these senior 

appointments did not turn out as hoped or expected. Upon assuming the position of NSG-Pilkington President 

Stewart Chambers replaced half the executive officers of NSG with non-Japanese appointments, and decided to 

reduce the firm’s production capacity and number of employees. However, he then left the position within a year 

- reportedly for family reasons. Chambers had joined Pilkington in 1996, and served as group chief executive 

from 2002 to 2006. He had an impeccable business record; however, he appears not to have had much loyalty to 

NSG, the new owner. After Chambers, a Vice President of DuPont, an American chemical firm, was appointed as 

a new and second non-Japanese president. However, the new president only lasted two years. 

The acquisition of Pilkington also appeared directly to damage NSG`s balance sheet. The transaction brought the 

firm into a highly leveraged financial position. NSG`s interest bearing debt remains around JPY 400billion (USD 

400 million) and the firm had to ask its partner banks for the additional commitment line of JPY 25 billion (USD 

250 million) in 2013 due to the continuing poor performance of Pilkington business. NSG`s debt/equity ratio 

became 4.15 times; for comparison, the Asahi Glass debt/equity ratio was only 0.43 times. NSG paid JPY 

18billion USD 180 million) for interest and other debt related expense in 2015. NSG`s recent credit rating 

became assessed at BB+; Asahi Glass was rated A-. The NSG operation continues to be highly leveraged, which 

is unusual among major manufacturing firms in Japan (see Figure 8). 
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Figure 8. NSG trends of leverage 2004-2015(Source NSG securities Reports and Asahi Glass securities Reports) 

4.5 Talent Management  

The above description in relation to NSG-Pilkington’s emerging strategy gives context to a number of human 

resource management (HRM) issues underpinning the relative ups and downs of the company post-acquisition 

business performance: specifically, in relation to achieving synergy. The testimony extracts summarised here 

came from semi-structured interviews with senior managers at NSG-Pilkington in addition to observations and 

informal conversation with managers and other key stakeholders in the strategic integration progress. The 

testimony is organised in ‘phases’. This echoes the model proposed by Beer et. al. (1990), an established 

approach guiding investments in strategic integration with emphasis on HRM decisions. The emphasis on ‘talent 

management’ derives from the pilot interviews conducted with managers in order to establish a coding frame for 
the interview data. Verbatim comments appear between “inverted commas”. 

Phase 1: Re-assigning roles and responsibilities relevant towards achieving synergy 

Senior managers at NSG identified themselves as expert in its domestic market and lacking of global business 

experience, one of the key motivations to invest in the acquisition of Pilkington, which – in their view and 

experience - had established a stronger global market presence than NSG had achieved. To illustrate, over the 

post-acquisition period, NSG moved from a market (global sales) balance of 80 per cent domestic and 20 per 

cent overseas before the acquisition to a balance of 20 per cent domestic and 80 per cent overseas after the 

acquisition. Given that this transformation formed a core objective of NSG’s FDI strategy, senior managers 

decided at an early stage in the integration process to invite senior executives from Pilkington to the Board level 

at NSG headquarters in Tokyo. According to NSG managers, the ownership structure of the Japanese company 

allowed that these Executive Board appointments were “genuine” and “strategically influential” in the sense that 

they were not merely “cosmetic”: in other words, NSG avoided “changing a few faces at the top” in order to give 

the Japanese company the appearance of “becoming more global” while resolutely remaining Japanese in its 
strategic orientation and behaviour. 

Phase 2: Coaching and training in skills and competencies relevant towards achieving synergy 

Senior NSG managers used the influx of “new faces” and “executive voices” at the Board level in order to signal 

that the company was becoming “more global”. The demands of synergy meant that existing NSG managers 

needed more than “crash-courses in business English skills”. Rather than investing in training for such important 

yet relatively narrow skill–sets, managers in the Japanese company who appeared ready to “buy into” the 

acquisition were invited to apply for “global leadership development programmes”, where training for skills 

were balanced with developing competencies that should not only add synergy to the newly formed company. 

Under the slogan ‘Every employee can be a future CEO’ there was a systematic effort to “sort out the talented 

from the less talented” and “the committed from the less committed”. Within three years, 30 per cent of senior 
managers at NSG had quit of been “encouraged to retire”.  
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Phase 3: Re-aligning recruitment, succession planning and rewards policies and practices relevant towards 
achieving synergy 

The targeted “shedding” of (mostly) older employees who appeared reluctant to develop a “global mind-set” 

signalled a shift in policy that challenged the traditional status of seniority in Japanese employment, whereby 

length of service (loyalty) might guarantee lifetime employment by one company. According to senior managers 

at NSG, one “excuse” commonly used to justify the sudden introduction of such (in common Japanese 

perception)  “radical” succession planning and rewards policies and practices was to announce these as “global” 

human resource and talent management policies and practices that had been “inherited” from Pilkington. Being 

more than twice the size in terms of employee numbers than the Japanese acquirer, NSG managers argued “it 

would be too complex and too expensive” to attempt a transfer of Japanese-style recruitment, succession 
planning and rewards policies and practices in the opposite direction. 

Phase 4: Fine-tuning and formalizing new management and leadership systems relevant towards achieving 
synergy 

Fortunately for NSG, the competence of the senior managers and executives transferred from the UK to Japan 

proved to be of such quality that both internal and external stakeholders to the new company accepted as 

“normal” having “foreigners” in senior decision-making positions. One feature of this transformation is the 

observation that immediately after “the first wave of British managers” was transferred from the UK to Tokyo, 

NSG began recruiting a new generation of non-Japanese managers or of Japanese managers who had received 

business and management education overseas. To illustrate, by June 2016 - ten years after the acquisition of 

Pilkington - the Board of Directors of the newly formed company comprised five Japanese, one Austrian, and 

one German. In the assessment of NSG-Pilkington managers, this shift in company profile illustrates how the 

initial and then supplementary objectives of the strategic integration process appear to have been achieved and, 
consequently, current business success secured. 

5. Discussion 

Having now presented a selection of case study data, we can re-invoke the first of our research questions: 

What discernible patterns of strategic integration appear relevant towards explaining both the initial ‘failure’ and 
the subsequent ‘success’ in achieving synergy at NSG-Pilkington?  

First of all we should note that the current assessment of business ‘success’ at NSG-Pilkington is tentative: 

however, in respect of restored financial health, the success is real.  Correspondingly, the case study illustrate how 

quality of product linked to market demand and the availability of global distribution networks are key factors 

influencing the competitive performance of manufacturing companies regardless of business sector. NSG was big 

and bold enough to acquire a larger if familiar and (it appears) accommodating business rival. In strategic terms 

NSG’s acquisition of Pilkington can be categorized as a ‘roll up’ type in which the acquirer seeks to consolidate 

business in a maturing industry, thereby seeking benefit through horizontal integration with the objective of 

reducing operations and transaction costs. The acquirer integrates business they bought into an existing model, and 

then sheds what are assessed to be redundant resources. By using the target`s resources, the scale economics drives 
down operating fix costs and that (in theory) boost business performance. 

However, the synergy model NSG adopted was one whereby they kept Pilkington`s operation as a whole and 

increase its production scale as worldwide without consolidation. The primary objective of NSG management was 

“to be a firm with a global presence;” rather than creating financial profits by consolidating target operation at least 

in the short-term. As illustrated in the appointment of Pilkington executive to senior positions in Japan, NSG 

managers perceived complementarity opportunities by granting high levels of authority to resources already 

available in the acquired company. However, this approach served initially to reduce rather than enhance the value 

leveraging opportunities that these complementarities or similarities in company profiles might have allowed 

(Zaheer, et. al., 2011). Secondly, and at an initial glance, the re-structuring that ensued within the newly formed 

NSG-Pilkington appears “radical”, as claimed by one of the Japanese managers interviewed. In fact, NSG did not 

start shutting down and reducing workforce numbers until they faced financial problems in 2009. The flat glass 

business is cyclical; NSG completed the acquisition at the downturn of the cycle in 2006. NSG did reduce the scale 

of the acquired Pilkington operation: for example, the number of major float lines fell from 34 to 26. However, this 

leveraging process took around ten years. By international comparison this action was slow and furthermore 

appears a re-active move in response to poor performance rather than a pro-active decision to achieve synergy. 

More specifically, NSG maintains 199 subsidiaries compared to 53 before the acquisition. They have reduced total 

workforce by 24 per cent since 2006, but the sales declined by 28 per cent during the same period of time (See 

Figure 9). This implies that the restructuring that NSG implemented has been failing to keep up with changes in the 
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external business environment, adjusting to fluctuating market demands rather than pursuing synergy. Instead, the 

re-structuring efforts appear to have threatened both return on assets (ROA) and return on equity (ROE) 

performance over recent years (see Figure 10). NSG`s economies-of-scale approach to strategic integration 

appears better positioned now they have acquired Pilkington’s global networks. However, they have struggled to 

reduce operating fix costs. NSG`s 10 years post transaction performance shows that for horizontal integration type 

of transaction, especially in matured cyclical sector, the delay of consolidation work, in other words, retaining 
higher fixed cost could damage the acquirer’s business in the long-term. 

 

Figure 9. NSG headcounts 2004-2015 (Source NSG Securities Reports) 

 

Figure 10. NSG ROE and ROA (Source NSG Securities Reports) 

It is in recognition of this reality and threat that emphasises the strategic value of having ‘patient’ investors. NSG 

entered the acquisition process with the backing of established business networks: for example, a long-standing 

and mutually respecting relationship with global customers such as Toyota - a form of strategic mind-set we 

referred to earlier as ‘keiretsu’. Consequently, when at the transaction stage NSG claimed to be ‘buying time’ by 

acquiring Pilkington they were able to take a longer term view on integrating human, knowledge and other key 

strategic resources from Pilkington.  Given the fact that Pilkington was so much bigger in size and international 

reach than NSG, the opportunity to transfer senior executives from the UK to Japan appears not only attractive and 

(in retrospect) almost inevitable. NSG did buy time to increase production capacities around the world by the 

acquisition and became a world number two player in terms of sales. However, one key objective of acquisition 
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investments is to deliver greater and sustainable profit growth by creating synergy shortly after the transaction, 

since the acquisition process itself sucks in considerable financial resources, including premium payments. It is 

under such conditions that the availability of ‘patient capital appears to offer a key strategic advantage (Boyer, 
2014; Jackson, 2016).  

With hindsight, an alternative strategy towards achieving post-deal synergy would be to embark with a 

step-by-step approach. Here, the real meaning of ‘buying time’ involves identifying possibilities to accelerate 

profit growth through acquisition rather than merely adding assets and market share. These latter performance 

measures can count as ‘success’ for as long as the acquirer can pay what the target demands. However, such 

measures alone form no basis for sustainable profit growth, which depends on whether the acquirer can actually 

achieve synergy. Having said this, adding ‘global’ assets can appear attractive to a domestically-oriented company 

seeking to follow  major customers into overseas markets: though inexperience – or venturous excitement – 

managers might become confused when a major competitor becomes available for sale and key investors and other 
stakeholders give a ‘green light’ to the proposed deal (Jackson & Matsumoto, 2016; Matsumoto, 2014).  

Correspondingly, a fourth discussion point concerns the radical transformation of NSG’s established approaches to 

HRM - notably, to the identification, retention and promotion of ‘talent’ (Jackson, 2011). It is common for 

overseas acquirers to rely on local managers with local knowledge – at least, in the initial stages of post-acquisition 

control. However, as illustrated by the aforementioned Daimler-Chrysler and Firestone-Bridgestone examples, 

developing a timely and consistent approach to talent management is a determining factor in its long-term 

effectiveness. NSG invited Stuart Chambers from Pilkington to become president of NSG headquarters in Japan; 

however, he resigned only one year later - in traditional contexts for Japanese business, a headline-making 
appointment followed by an apparently spectacular failure.  

However, and as evinced in the interview testimony, senior managers at NSG were looking for an opportunity (or 

excuse?) to reform and (perhaps) ‘rejuvenate’ their HRM polices and practices, aligning them with what might be 

considered ‘global’ standards. The evidence suggests that the legacy of Stewart Chambers was positive: NSG 

managers to this day affirm, “Stewart-san led by example”. Nonetheless, NSG decided to replace the CEO position 

with a ‘home-grown’ Japanese appointee in 2012, but a recovery in business performance remained absent. 

Lessons were learned. Mr Yoshikawa, who succeeded as CEO in 2012, claimed publicly that ‘NSG simply did not 

have capability to control the larger operations like Pilkington and that caused all the poor performance in the past’ 
(Nikkei, 2012). 

5.1 Success or Failure? 

According to recent M&A research specific to Japanese companies, when acquirers do not have scale advantage at 

the acquisition (‘deal’) stage, either in sales or production capacity against target, the investment is 

more likely to result in failure than in success (Hemmert & Jackson, 2016; Jackson & Matsumoto, 2016; 

Matsumoto, 2014; Pucik et. al., 2011). To illustrate, between 1985 and 2012 a total of 51 out of 116 Japanese 

outbound transactions worth US$100 million and above resulted with the acquirer exiting the purchased business 

with a loss. Among these 51 failed transactions, more than 60 per cent did not have scale advantage at the 

transaction or initial deal stage (Matsumoto, 2014).Against this background, NSG`s ‘failure’ to achieve synergy 

through the acquisition of Pilkington appears, in retrospect, inevitable. Senior NSG management appears to have 

bought into all the expected benefits of acquisition without paying sufficient attention to the downside of rapidly 

adding scale. They kept the complementation approach and allowed a higher fixed cost operation; their systematic 

attempts at horizontal integration in what was a highly matured global business sector required more consolidation 

in order to generate any real or lasting synergy. Overall, NSG appeared incapable of managing larger scale 

operation on an international scale and therefore had to rely on managing to specific and pre-ordained targets  - as 

it turned out, without much success. Failure to think and act strategically beyond such targets delayed the 
restructuring of both the target and the parent businesses and caused consecutive losses from 2006 to 2016.  

The extended ‘failure’ of the NSG-Pilkington acquisition served to strain the traditional ‘patient capital’ relations 

that Japanese firms commonly enjoy with their investors (Matsumoto, 2014). Investor demand for ‘success’ never 

receded between 2006 and 2016, perhaps prompting senior NSG-Pilkington managers to ‘up their game in relation 

to strategic integration and synergy creation, thereby offering investors and other key stakeholder groups a more 

realistic prospect of a return on the risk of NSG’s (in pure financial terms) unprecedented cross- 
border acquisition of Pilkington.  

Consequently, and tilting the scales of performance ever more towards an assessment of ‘success’, 

NSG-Pilkington appears now in a stronger position to leverage its recently acquired global reach, not least through 
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a systematic process of ‘globalising’ its management thinking and strategic decision-making – a turnaround from 
which their long-time ‘patient’ investors appear set to benefit from. 

6. Implications  

Once formalised and made explicit or ‘espoused’ by senior managers, a ‘strategy’ can be visualised as a distinct 

social-cultural construct specific to national, regional, sectoral and organisational culture (Morgan, 1989); by 

extension, the formalisation and perhaps naming of a particular ‘strategy’ can appear as a factor determining 

distinctive and (from a business stakeholder perspective) patterns of strategic leadership thinking and behaviour 

(Schein, 1992). As such, the implementation of a strategy can be conceptualised as the expression of normative 

expectations that managers of particular backgrounds and ambitions will bring to any strategic investment decision, 
and especially under the pressure generated by a large-scale cross-border acquisition.  

In the case of managers at NSG, and in relation to what we have discussed here linking strategic integration to the 

pursuit of synergy, we can speculate that such normative expectations coupled to the recognition of needing to 

satisfy key stakeholders such as NSG investors. As Pucik et. al (2011) suggest, what might be explicitly and 

'officially’ heralded to both external and internal stakeholder groups as a ‘merger’ might, in terms of financial, 

technological, human and other forms of strategic resource control in fact be an ‘acquisition’ in everything but 

name, and especially - as we discuss subsequently – in cases where the ‘name’ given to the investment derives 

from the Japanese (Matsumoto, 2014). One implication here for future IB researchers and practitioners is to seek 

clear assessments – consistently and iteratively over time – not only of a company's espoused strategy, but also 

of senior management’s strategic intent. In contexts for IB research, this insight reflects key elements in the 

approach adopted in this article: for example, developing a longitudinal study, combining both emic and etic 

perspectives though the engagement of a joint ‘insider-outsider’ research team, with the foundations for research 
triangulated against academic, professional and practitioner inputs. 

In terms of the topics that IB researchers might choose to focus on, the case study presented in this article 

contributes to an established body of academic and business consultancy research suggesting that ‘people factors’ 

remain key towards ensuring the success of the strategic integration process, towards reinforcing the identificat ion 

and generation of synergies, and thus of securing the success of the acquisition investment overall. To illustrate, 

Kay and Shelton (2000) identify key factors for ‘success’ and (in their relative absence) ‘failure’ before, during 

and after the formal acquisition event. These factors include: effective communication; retention of influential 

executive level managers; retention of key talent at all management levels; effective cultural integration. Pucik et. 

al. (2011) offer a practical reminder that whatever is defined as the ‘strategic integration’ phase of the acquisition 

investment starts in the minds of key participants before any practical investment is made in seeking to identify and 

integrate assets in pursuit of synergies – a process of identification that should begin during the aforementioned 
due diligence phase prior to acquisition (Evans et. al., 2010).  

Highlighting these two implications serve to address the second research questions that motivated this case study. 

For example, the aforementioned institutional anchoring or (from a research perspective) ‘embeddedness’ of FDI 

sourced in Japan might account for some of the over-optimism and under-preparedness of senior managers at NSG. 

However, they also account for the availability of ‘patient’ capital. In respect of the radical overhaul of HRM 

policies and practices post-acquisition, the case study encourages IB researchers and practitioners to look beyond 

national cultural stereotypes and engage with the commonly ‘fuzzy’ realities of strategic  decision-making of 

managers whose companies face the simultaneously tempting and threatening opportunities generated by 
cross-border M&A activities. 

With this article and the case study around which it is formed, we hope to have made some modest contribut ion 
towards promoting IB research in the field of cross-border M&As generally and of Japan-sourced FDI especially. 
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